
Cobo sealwin second title in as many days 
 
On a beautiful Saturday afternoon, Cobo Cricket Club treated the Guernsey cricket to an 
absolute masterclass in 50 over cricket!  
 
After being put into bat, which was probably a bigger surprise than Joshy not winning the 
toss... again! J.Nussbaumer and Damarell set us off to great first 10, with the latter playing 
slightly more aggressively and Nussbaumer 'needing to show more intent' according to the 
livestream commentator Gary Tapp. J.Nussbaumer was very well stumped by Jason and Zac 
bought up his 50 in the 13th over! He was later bowled by Wakeford for a magnificent 112 
and really set the platform for the last 20 overs or so, even if he was run out on 8...  
 
Butler and Ravenscroft both attempted to go over mid off, but couldn't get past the wall 
that is Matt Philp. They always say pick your fielder's, and they picked the wrong one that is 
for sure!  Ferbrache came in and scored 36 more than he did the previous day, before being 
bowled by a beauty from Le Tissier. Newey continued his fine form from the night before 
with a 66* with Martel and Peatfield adding 23 and 26 respectively to finish us 315 for 6 off 
our full compliment of overs!  
 
The less said about the lunch the better, although I did enjoy the addition of salmon to the 
table which was a pleasant surprise!  
 
Our bowling didn't start how we would've wanted it to, with them being 15-0 off 2 overs, 
with something like 12 of those being extras. The pick of the wickets was the danger man, 
Matt Philp, whos innings could be summed up by this quote from Gary Tapp 'I have 
absolutely no idea what Philp thought he was playing there!!' Martin and Nightingale 
showed some resistance but never at enough pace to get close and from number 6 to 11, 
none got into double figures which was a credit to some good bowling and fielding. With 
Mullen choosing not to come out to bat the game was done, and with only 37 overs in the 
field, I'm sure Ravenscroft was delighted about being spared those 13 extra overs! Peatfield, 
Veillard, Martel and L.Nussbaumer all picked up 2 wickets, with Newey picking up 1. 
 
An unbeaten, although only 2 games, weekend season came to an end with a delightful 
meal at China Red, followed by a few scoops in various establishments in the Guernsey 
capital!  
 


